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1. Introduction :

• , Thesample mean y is the minimuin variance unbiased estimator
of F, the mean of a population .with ;fini.te yarianp? If one is
prepared to'sacrifice the unbias'edness property, improved estimators
can be bbtained. Oflesuch.estimator was proposed by Searles [I]
assuming the relative variance, to be known. When C is
not known, a simple alternative is toestimate it from thesample. This
led Srivastava [2] to formulate two estimators ofY. Keeping in view
the form of his estimators, we can propose the following family of
estimators;

,rty'-gf .) :• •• . .' :' :
where )kand g' are the characterizing scalars and is ah unbiased
estimator of a*.

Srivastava [2] studied^two'fiarticular-c viz^, Lii and t-io.
If we putg= —A:, we obtain the estimatpr f-fcfc considered by Thoriip-
son [3] while setting'V—0 yields the; estimkor sta'̂
Upadhyaya -and Srivastava [4]. Thus the'estimator'̂ fcg provides1
unified type of treatment and the analysis of its properties; may help
in the development of possibly more eflacientestimatorsfoir population
moan F. - • ' • • •- ,

When is known, we can define the following family of
(estimators on the:pattern of tkg :. ' • --
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A comparison of the estimators tkg and t*kg may furnish an idea
of the change in properties attributable to lack of knowledge of
population variance The next Section gives the relative bias, to
order 0(«;2), and relative mean squared error, to order 0(«~®), of the
both the estimators tkg and t*kg. Some implications and analysis of
these results are presented.

2. The Principal Results

Let Yi and ya be the Pearson's measures of skewness and kurtosis
in the population and 0=Yi/C^. Assuming the characterizing sealers
k and g to be nonstochastic, it is easy to see^ that the relative bias of
tkg to order 0(n~^) is

RB{tkg)=

and the relative mean squared error to order 0(«"®) is

RM{tkg)=' -^+[2{e-l+k]
n

hg--^2g{i-'2e)+U-2

ri'

Y2

kC^
...(2)

-e~k{^2g+46-2 ...(3)
It is seen from (2) that both the estimators t-n and f-io have

identical mean squared errors to order 0(«-2) as observed by
Srivastava [2]; they differ with respect to terms of order 0(n~®). Thus
we have

S_a„) -^=4(2-0) C3
..•(4)

which is positive if e<2. This implies that r_u will have smaller mean
squared error than f_io until the population is highly positively
skewed. At least for all negatively skewed and slymmetrical popula
tions, 7-ii will definitely be better than ^-iq.

From (2)we see that the estimator tkg will dominate over the
conventional estimator y with respect to mean squared error if.

0<k<2{l-e)g<g* fore<l ...(5)

l{\-B)<k<Q-, g>g* for0>I ...(6)
where

^ . 2(3-25—;t) •••(7)
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For populalidns having sytnmetric distribution (5=0), all
estimators tkg with 0<k<l dominate cJv'er f for all values ofg.
Larger gain is achieved when

...(8)

which reduces to thefollowing condition for mesokurtic populations
(Y2=0) :

The condition (8) is satisfiecl so long ^rid b<k<2. This
suggests that for hornial papulaitions ifwe choose lesis than 1 and
k between 0 and 2, larger gain in efficiency of the estiifiatGr tkg over
yare expected according to mean squared error jcritarian to order
0(rt-3).

If we restrict our attention to fheclass of estimators consi
dered by Thompson [3], we observed thatdominates over y for
symmetric population when fc>0. Larger gains are expected if

which reduces to the following conditions for normal.populations :

the above condition holds so long as 6 is greaterjthan
'm2k^+ 'ik-6). , , ; / ^

. Similarly, confining atteiitibn ta'the classofesfimafdi's tki envisag
ed by Upadhyaya and Srivastav^ [4j; itis easy toverify'that the estimator
tko dominates over y for normal populations when A: lies between Oiiid
2. In this context, it may be pointed out that tko does not possess any
finite moment for normaLpopuiatioiii and tieirefore the for
relative bias and relative mean squared error of tko as obtained from
(I) and (2) bysetting^=0 Should be interpreted .carefully. They are
asymptotic by nature and hence are subject totheusual qualifications
as to their value and iriterpretation;. Howeverj the probability
associated with the negativeness of j' is.usually negligible in many
practical situations and therefoire the approximations are reasonably
good.- They may be poor when the probability of y beitogf n6|ative
is appreciable;- .
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The relative bias, to order and relative mean squared
error, to order ofare given by .

where

1 +
- •« -_

(I-g)C-
•-.n,

l^^.:=2e^6il^g)+k(3^2g). ;

•••(12)

-(13)

•••(14)

. Coniparing ?fcgand.|%, itis qbse^ (l) -and (12) that
both the estirnators haveidentical; bias to the orderof ourapproxima"
tion for symmetrical populations^ i.

From (2) and (i3), we find

RM{tkg)-RM (tig) =k[{j2+2)k-2y2]

:r , ...(15)

which may furnish an idea ofthe change in mean squared error, to
the order of our approximation, attributable to replacement of in
tig by its unbiased estimator to yield tkg.

From" the first leading term on the right hand side of(I5), it is
interesting tonote thak A: can .be so suitably chosen for asymmetric
populations that 4 is better than tkg- For instance, ifwe take A: to be nega
tive for negatively^kewed populations and A: to.be positive for positively
skewed pdptilaiEiohs than will have smaller mean squared error, at
least to order 0(«-®), than tkg. This implies that there coiild be
situations,, viz., (A:<0; ^>0) or (Jc>Q ; e<0) where it may be
fruitful to use desprte the availability ofor^. However, for symmetric
populations we have , . ^

„3. ,..,(16)

Since (^2+2) is always positive, the right hand side of (16) is
positive, implying that lack^ of knowledge ofpopulation variance,a?
increases the mean squared error at least for symmetrical populations
and the increase precipitates,in the term of order 0(«-3) when A: lies
between Grand 2Y2/(Y2+'2) j it ispositive 'for platykurtic populations
(Y2<0) and.negative for leptokurtic populations (y2>0). No 'such
constraint on A: is needed for mesokurtic populations (y2=0). '
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